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The memoir of the creative genius at Vogue US and star of The September Issue: a dazzling and beguiling
story of fifty years in fashion. For decades, Grace Coddington's personal touch has steered wildly
imaginative fashion spreads in Vogue magazine. Then came The September Issue, the behind-the-scenes
documentary that turned the spotlight on a woman with a no-nonsense attitude and an unerring visual
instinct. Overnight, the flame-haired Grace became a heroine for fashion insiders and the general public
alike. Witty and forthright, and illustrated throughout with vintage photographs and exclusive line-drawings,
Grace: A Memoir shares the excitement and vision that go into producing so many unforgettable fashion
images. Here are the designers, models, photographers, hairstylists, make-up artists and celebrities with
whom Grace has created her 'stories in pictures' - whether it be Jerry Hall conquering the USSR or Tom Ford
falling down a rabbit hole in Annie Leibovitz's version of Alice in Wonderland. Grace's own life has been as
dream-like as one of her madcap fashion spreads. Brought up in windswept wartime Anglesey, she arrived in
London, aged eighteen, and quickly became a face of the Sixties. The muse behind Vidal Sassoon's Five
Point Cut, she posed for Bailey, Donovan, Duffy and Norman Parkinson in Swinging London and jumped
into a pool in Saint-Tropez for Helmut Newton. Surviving a serious car-crash, she later became a fashion
editor at British Vogue and during the Seventies and the Eighties started to create the fantasy travelogues that
would become her trademark. Friendships bloomed - with Bruce Weber and Calvin Klein, whose offer of a
job took Grace to New York. While two early marriages were brief, her romance with the hairstylist Didier
Malige has endured. And her professional partnership with Anna Wintour - with whom she has collaborated
for over twenty years - continues to have an astonishing influence on modern style.
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From reader reviews:

Christian Rice:

A lot of people always spent their very own free time to vacation or perhaps go to the outside with them
family or their friend. Were you aware? Many a lot of people spent they free time just watching TV, or
perhaps playing video games all day long. If you would like try to find a new activity that's look different
you can read some sort of book. It is really fun for you. If you enjoy the book you read you can spent all day
every day to reading a publication. The book Grace: A Memoir it is very good to read. There are a lot of
those who recommended this book. These were enjoying reading this book. In the event you did not have
enough space to deliver this book you can buy often the e-book. You can m0ore quickly to read this book
from a smart phone. The price is not to cover but this book has high quality.

Trevor Cianciolo:

Reading can called thoughts hangout, why? Because if you are reading a book mainly book entitled Grace: A
Memoir your mind will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in every aspect that maybe unknown
for but surely can be your mind friends. Imaging each and every word written in a book then become one
contact form conclusion and explanation that maybe you never get just before. The Grace: A Memoir giving
you an additional experience more than blown away your brain but also giving you useful details for your
better life within this era. So now let us teach you the relaxing pattern the following is your body and mind
will be pleased when you are finished reading through it, like winning a sport. Do you want to try this
extraordinary paying spare time activity?

Benjamin Manno:

Do you have something that you want such as book? The book lovers usually prefer to select book like
comic, brief story and the biggest the first is novel. Now, why not attempting Grace: A Memoir that give
your fun preference will be satisfied through reading this book. Reading routine all over the world can be
said as the method for people to know world far better then how they react toward the world. It can't be said
constantly that reading routine only for the geeky particular person but for all of you who wants to become
success person. So , for all of you who want to start reading through as your good habit, you may pick Grace:
A Memoir become your own starter.

Anna Chew:

Reserve is one of source of expertise. We can add our knowledge from it. Not only for students but
additionally native or citizen require book to know the change information of year to year. As we know those
textbooks have many advantages. Beside we add our knowledge, also can bring us to around the world. With
the book Grace: A Memoir we can acquire more advantage. Don't that you be creative people? To get
creative person must choose to read a book. Just choose the best book that suited with your aim. Don't be
doubt to change your life with this book Grace: A Memoir. You can more desirable than now.
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